CHARACTER

There is something subtle in the hand-made pottery produced by the Mizner Industries which raises it above the "common clay" from which it is created. That something is CHARACTER. Each piece of pottery is made entirely by hand and possesses its own individuality. Although produced in standard shapes, which are copies of famous designs, pots of the same style present a variation in character. This marked character of Mizner Pottery gives it a lasting attractiveness. You will not tire of Mizner Pottery. It becomes a source of constant enjoyment.

Place a few pieces in those noticeable vacancies in and about your home which you have been wanting to fill. An expression of unusual beauty is always achieved by Mizner Pottery well arranged among artistic furnishings. Its brightness, its originality, its character will give you that lasting satisfaction obtainable from products of quality.

EGYPTIAN WATER JAR
Plain..............$25.00 Glazed...........$50.00
Height, 19 inches. Bottom 6 inches.
Top 6 inches.

GUADALUPE JAR
Plain..............$35.00 Glazed...........$70.00
Height, 21 inches. Bottom 7 inches.
Top 9½ inches.

MOORISH WATER JAR
Plain..............$25.00 Glazed...........$50.00
Height, 17 inches. Bottom, 4½ inches.
Top, 4½ inches.

The above are copies of water jugs which still retain a very marked character of the Near East and are still seen going to the fountain in every small town throughout Spain today. The Guadalupe is a copy of one from the Monastery of Guadalupe. Rebecca might have carried its duplicate. These jars have many uses in our present decorative scheme. Their attractive colors will enliven any surrounding.
COLORS

Mizner pottery may be obtained in the following distinctive colors: Mizner (Turquoise) Blue, Green, Valencia Blue, Yellow, Neutral Green and Black.

All color shades have been selected especially because of their harmonizing values.

Write for information regarding colors not listed.

All prices F. O. B. factory.

Ali Baba and Salamanca jars are used extensively for gardens, terraces, verandas, walls and many other places where color and variety are desired.

LARGE ALI BABA JAR
Plain...$75.00  Glazed...$150.00
Height, 28 inches. Bottom, 10 inches. Top, 13½ inches.

Through many centuries these have been the oil jars probably first brought to Spain when the Moors imported the olive trees, about 730 A. D.

LARGE SALAMANCA JAR
Plain...$50.00  Glazed...$100.00
Height, 23 inches. Bottom 10 inches. Top 11 inches.

These jars were used with handles so that they could be bound upon the backs of mules and carry the oil into parts where the trees did not grow.

ORANGE POT
Plain...$85.00
Height, 20½ inches. Bottom, 19½ inches. Top, 36 inches.

For centuries ornamental and exotic plants, such as oranges, oleanders and hibiscus, had to be protected during the winters. They are excellent for use on terraces where large shrubs or small trees are needed.

LARGE FERN BOWL
Plain...$32.00  Glazed...$64.00
Height, 14 inches. Bottom 13 inches. Top, 20 inches.

This is a copy of a Roman pot found in the ruins of Maride and now in the museum of this old Roman City, which is about 100 miles north of Seville.

LION’S HEAD POT
Plain...$25.00  Glazed...$50.00
Height, 18 inches. Bottom 9½ inches. Top, 19 inches.

Lion’s Head Pot is probably a copy of an early Renaissance Italian pot brought in to Spain in the XVI Century.

All pots and bowls such as Fern Bowls and Lions Head pots lend themselves excellently to many interiors. They enable you to bring your favorite plant or flower indoors.

You will find them large enough to accommodate any average indoor plant thus insuring more luxuriant growth. When used indoors they should be placed in saucers as shown on page four.

ALHAMBRA POT
Plain...$45.00  Glazed...$75.00
Height, 18½ inches. Bottom, 14½ inches. Top 29 inches.

This is an exact copy of several found in the basements of the Alhambra when the famous vase filled with gold was discovered.

No garden is complete without a supply of attractive pots in which to care for your choice plantings.

They provide for the convenient handling of flowers and small shrubs before transplanting. The larger pots will accommodate small trees which can thus be placed to best advantage as they grow. The harmonizing shades of Mizner pots and bowls also brighten those parts of your garden which are not in bloom.
Ronda Pot
Plain...$65.00 Glazed...$85.00
Height, 21 inches. Bottom, 10½ inches. Top, 17 inches.
Copy of one of several pots which decorate a garden wall of the XVI Century, overlooking the beautiful waterfalls of Ronda.

Small Tuscan Pot
Plain...$20.00 Glazed...$35.00
Height, 13 inches. Bottom, 8 inches. Top, 13 inches.
Both the Tuscan pots are copies from the Villa Medici, below Fiesole.

Large Tuscan Pot
Plain...$25.00 Glazed...$50.00
Height, 16 inches. Bottom 9 inches. Top, 18½ inches.

Small Fern Bowl
Plain...$28.00 Glazed...$60.00
Height, 12 inches. Bottom 9½ inches. Top, 16 inches.

Delcasa Jar
Plain...$22.50 Glazed...$45.00
Height, 16 inches. Bottom, 8 inches. Top, 8 inches.
Centuries ago oil jars, of which the above is a copy, were kept in the house for the immediate use of the family.

Large Generaliffi Pot
Plain...$25.00 Glazed...$50.00
Height, 14 inches. Bottom, 11½ inches. Top, 19 inches.
This pot is one that is still found in lovely old Moorish gardens.

Small Generaliffi Pot
Plain...$6.50 Glazed...$12.50
Height, 7½ inches. Bottom, 6 inches. Top, 8¼ inches.
These in many colored glazes are seen setting in iron hoops against the walls throughout Southern Spain, their flowers blooming against the white walls. They can also be used to excellent advantage in iron hoops attached to balcony and stairrails.

Large Lamp Vase
Plain...$10.00 Glazed...$22.00
Height, 11½ inches. Bottom, 6½ inches. Top 4 inches.
Like many of those found in houses in Spain.

The Caddes Pot
Plain...$6.50 Glazed...$12.50
Height, 5¼ inches. Bottom, 4½ x 5 inches. Top, 6¼ x 7¼ inches.
Using an iron rod running across the window, Caddes (Spain) is bright with many windows filled with such pots and their flowers.

Seville Jar
Plain...$45.00 Glazed...$75.00
Height, 22 inches. Bottom, 11 inches. Top 13 inches.
XVI Century.

Small Salamanca Jar
Plain...$30.00 Glazed...$50.00
Height, 19 inches. Bottom, 8 inches. Top, 8 inches.

Small Ali Baba Jar
Plain...$50.00 Glazed...$75.00
Height, 20 inches. Bottom, 7½ inches. Top, 9½ inches.
CANDLE STICK
Plain.......................... $2.50
Glazed.......................... $5.00
Height, 12 inches. Bottom 5½ inches. Top, 2½ inches.
Copy of one of the earliest forms of candlesticks used in Spain.

MOORISH HAND BASIN
Plain.......................... $22.50
Glazed.......................... $42.00
Height, 5 inches. Bottom, 6 inches. Diameter, 22 inches.
This originally was filled with perfumed water to wash the fingers between the different courses of a meal. Now used for bird baths, top of fountains, etc.

SMALL WINE JAR
Plain.......................... $14.00
Glazed.......................... $28.50
Height, 14 inches. Bottom, 2 inches. Top, 2½ inches.
This is a copy of a small jar which was filled with wine and buried in the basement of houses to keep it at an even temperature. When used with an iron stand, which we furnish at $7.50, this jar makes a most attractive lamp base. Shades also furnished. Further information upon request.

BASE
Plain.......................... $12.50
Glazed.......................... $25.00
Height, 4¾ inches. Diameter, bottom, 17½ inches. Diameter Top, 12 inches.

LARGE SALAD BOWL
Plain.......................... $16.00
Glazed.......................... $35.00
Height, 7½ inches. Bottom, 6½ inches. Diameter, top, 13½ inches.
These bowls are still found in many Spanish kitchens. Often used for fruit or punch.

LARGE PLATE
Plain.......................... $3.00
Glazed.......................... $6.00
Height, 2 inches. Bottom, 7½ inches. Diameter, 11 inches.

FERNS BOWL SAUCER
Plain.......................... $12.50
Glazed.......................... $30.00
Height, 4 inches. Diameter, 21¼ inches.

CLOVER LEAF DISH
Plain.......................... $11.25
Glazed.......................... $22.50
Height, 3¼ inches. Bottom 6½ inches. Diameter, top, 14¾ inches.
This dish is copied from the original part of a fountain in a Monastery near Malaga.

SMALL LAMP VASE
Plain.......................... $7.50
Glazed.......................... $15.00
Height, 9½ inches. Bottom, 3¾ inches. Top, 3¼ inches.

LIONS HEAD POT SAUCER
Plain.......................... $10.00
Glazed.......................... $25.00
Height, 3 inches. Diameter, 18 inches.

SMALL GENERALIffi SAUCER
Plain.......................... $2.50
Glazed.......................... $5.00
Height, 2 inches. Diameter, 8½ inches.

SMALL SALAD BOWL
Plain.......................... $11.00
Glazed.......................... $22.00
Height, 4 inches. Bottom, 4 inches. Diameter, top, 9 inches.

SQUARE POT SAUCER
Plain.......................... $3.00
Glazed.......................... $7.50
Height, 1¼ inches. Top, 8x7½ inches.